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Abstract. In natural language understanding, a crucial goal is correctly interpreting open-textured phrases. In practice, dis-
agreements over the meanings of open-textured phrases are often resolved through the generation and evaluation of interpretive
arguments, arguments designed to support or attack a specific interpretation of an expression within a document. In this paper,
we discuss some of our work towards the goal of automatically generating and evaluating interpretive arguments. We have
curated a set of rules from the code of ethics of various professional organizations and a set of associated scenarios that are
ambiguous with respect to some open-textured phrase within the rule. We collected and evaluated arguments from both human
annotators and state-of-the-art generative language models in order to determine the relative quality and persuasiveness of both
sets of arguments. Finally, we performed a Turing test-inspired study in order to assess whether human annotators can tell
the difference between human arguments and machine-generated arguments. The results show that machine-generated argu-
ments, when prompted a certain way, can be consistently rated as more convincing than human-generated arguments, and to
the untrained eye, the machine-generated arguments can convincingly sound human-like.
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1. Introduction

Natural languages are optimized for flexibility and expressiveness in order to adapt to ever-changing
human needs. The expressiveness of language allows for new ideas to be expressed, and the flexibility of
language allows for the application of statements to new contexts. This flexibility is especially apparent
when it comes to the specification of rules, such as those seen in laws, contracts, codes of conduct, and
so on – a certain amount of flexibility in the allowed interpretations of terms in rules can ensure that the
rule can be applied to new scenarios which may not have been conceived of by the rule writers.

This feature of the language used by rule systems has been referred to as “open-texturedness” [9,
41]. A natural language phrase is open-textured when there “always remains a set of (perhaps remote)
possibilities under which there would be no right answer to the question of whether it applies” [3]. For
example, consider the rule: “A teacher must behave in a manner that brings respect to their school and
their profession.” The phrase ‘brings respect’ in this context is open-textured, as it is not very clear
what this expression entails in all situations, and there always remains a set of circumstances where
its applicability is an open question. It is implausible to exhaustively list an exception-free accounting
of all possible scenarios and conditions that can be considered instances of this open-textured term,
and such an attempt would inevitably limit the scope of the rule, making it inflexible in the face of
unanticipated situations [7,9,18,19,29,31,40]. In order to decide whether a specific action conforms to
or violates this rule, a process of interpretation must take place. One of the techniques to interpret texts is
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to generate different arguments for and against specific interpretations and assume that the interpretation
that is supported by the strongest arguments is the correct interpretation. Such arguments are called
interpretive arguments [19,22,23,33,35,44,45].

Formally, interpretive arguments are of the form: “If expression E occurs in document D, E has a
setting of S, and E would fit this setting of S by having interpretation I, then E ought to be interpreted
as I” [35]. Although a significant body of literature in the argument space has studied the nuances of
interpretive argumentation and open-texturedness, particularly as they are used in the legal field [2,17,
43], little to no work exists examining how well state-of-the-art AI can generate and assess interpretive
arguments. This is especially timely given the increased capabilities of generative language models,
which are already being employed to generate and assess arguments in general [10]. In fact, the use
of open-textured terms is a necessary and unavoidable feature of regulatory and legal language [7,9,
18,19,29,31,40]. Thus, any robust account of automated rule-following must address how to handle
them. Furthermore, it has been argued that artificially intelligent systems, particularly in rule-governed
domains, must be able to carry out human-like interpretive reasoning, otherwise they will not be able to
follow human laws or act in accordance with human values [15,16].

We, therefore, focus specifically on interpretive argumentation in this paper. Our starting point is the
game Aporia, created specifically to elicit interpretive argumentation so that it could be collected and
studied [24]. We curated a set of rules from the code of ethics of various professional organizations and
a set of associated scenarios that are ambiguous with respect to some open-textured phrase within the
rule. Those scenarios were selected to allow for good arguments to be made on both sides of the issue
(so that the issue would not be one-sided) and to allow both sides to plausibly win the argument. We also
collected and evaluated arguments from both human annotators and OpenAI’s GPT-3 in order to find out
the relative quality and persuasiveness of both sets of arguments. Figure 1 shows the general structure
of the dataset created for this task.1 We carried out human studies where human annotators evaluated 5

Fig. 1. An exemplar of an interpretive argument. In this case, the argument is that the rule should be interpreted in such a way
that the scenario will be considered an instance of the concept represented by the ambiguous phrase.

1The dataset and code can be found at: https://github.com/Advancing-Machine-Human-Reasoning-Lab/llm-evaluation.

https://github.com/Advancing-Machine-Human-Reasoning-Lab/llm-evaluation
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different arguments for a specific scenario and a specific stance (i.e., arguments for either compliance
or non-compliance with the given rule) for a number of scenario-stance pairs on a 5-point Likert scale.
Finally, we performed a simplified version of the Turing test in order to assess if human annotators can
tell the difference between human arguments and machine-generated arguments. Further details will be
discussed in the Methodology section.

Our experimental setup was designed to answer the following research questions:

RQ1 How well can state-of-the-art large language models (LLMs) argue interpretively, and which
prompting methods generate the best interpretive arguments?

RQ2 How do human- and machine-generated interpretive arguments compare?

RQ3 Can people distinguish between human- and machine-generated interpretive arguments?

The contributions in this paper include:

• An experimental design and associated surveys that can be used to assess and compare the persua-
siveness of interpretive arguments generated by LLMs.

• The experimental design is used to evaluate OpenAI’s GPT-3 performance, and can be used to
assess future LLMs in order to evaluate improvements and identify potential regressions.

• A dataset of human interpretive arguments for and against compliance of the aforementioned sce-
narios with respect to the ambiguous rule.

• A dataset of machine-generated interpretive arguments using different LLMs for the same set of
scenarios.

• A dataset of human evaluations of all the aforementioned interpretive arguments.
• Datasets for testing annotators’ ability to tell the difference between human- and machine-generated

interpretive arguments.
• Our findings demonstrate that interpretive arguments generated by SOTA LLMs are rated as more

convincing than (non-expert) human interpretive arguments.
• Our findings demonstrate that non-expert human annotators, with no prior exposure to human and

machine-generated arguments, are unable to distinguish between the two. This suggests that SOTA
LLMs exhibit a level of fluency and human-like diction that convincingly mirrors humans.

2. Background

Studying interpretive argumentation with Aporia. Aporia [24] is a game that pits players against each
other in a competition to argue whether an open-textured rule applies to a scenario. The game is designed
to be fun in order to encourage eager participation and obtain useful datasets of interpretive arguments.
The Aporia game was developed with the express purpose of being a framework to automate reasoning
about, and iteratively reducing, ambiguity in open-textured text. This framework is also designed to
provide structure to the process of generating training data for interpretive argumentation through human
gameplay or automated text generation.

The game can be played by any group of three or more people. It is recommended to be played with six
players. The game is played in rounds. At the end of each round, points will be awarded to the winner. In
each round, two players are randomly chosen to play against each other, with a third player designated
as a judge. The gameflow is as follows:
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(1) Each round starts with a tuple consisting of:

• Profession
• Rule that members of that profession are expected to follow. The rule must contain at least one

open-textured phrase, which introduces ambiguity in its interpretation.
• Scenario describing an action taken by a member of that profession. The scenario is crafted to

leverage the ambiguity of the associated rule.

(2) Player 1 chooses which side to argue for (stance); either the professional acted in a way that
complies with the rule, or their actions were non-compliant.

(3) Player 1 provides an argument for their chosen stance
(4) Player 2 provides a counterargument
(5) Judge declares the winner
(6) Judge provides an explanation for their decision

Figure 2 shows an overview of Aporia as a framework. The players (including the judge) take as inputs
the information for the current round of the game and generate arguments, judgments, and explanations

Fig. 2. Aporia as a framework.
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Fig. 3. An example of Aporia after a round is complete.

as necessary to complete one training example. The players may optionally have access to previous game
rounds that allow them to review existing data that they may use to improve their current arguments.
Access to previous rounds is especially useful for automated argument generation, as they may be used
for few-shot learning or other strategies to improve argument generation over time. Figure 3 shows a
partial screenshot of the Aporia game in action.

In the paper introducing this game [24], a human study was conducted where human participants were
invited to play the game using a set of rules and scenarios collected in a previous human study [19]. The
data shows a clear preference for participants to argue for compliance (ie. the professional’s actions were
compliant with the rule), and a tendency for arguments in favor of compliance to win. These findings
indicate that the scenarios were not perfectly balanced. A balanced scenario in this context means that
both sides of the argument are equally plausible, leading participants to choose to defend either side with
roughly similar likelihood and having a similar chance to win the argument on either side. Moreover,
many scenarios had issues where the source of the ambiguity in the scenarios was not directly caused by
the ambiguity in the open-textured language of the rule. For example, many scenarios lacked essential
facts about the scenario, which was the primary source of ambiguity. Those issues were present in some
of the arguments that the players used. For those reasons, we decided in the present study to use the
same set of rules from the original dataset, discard the provided scenarios, and generate new scenarios
while paying closer attention to balance in order to avoid the aforementioned issues.

In another human study that used this game and its associated dataset, the impact of certain cognitive
biases on persuasion [6] was studied where the empirical results show that human participants tended
to rate the same argument as more persuasive if the participants were led to believe that a woman or a
White person wrote the argument. These results indicate that cognitive biases may have non-negligible
effects on persuasion.
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Argument generation using LLMs. Large Language Models (LLMs) are statistical models (typically,
artificial neural networks using the Transformer architecture [39,49]) trained on vast amounts of textual
data collected from various sources. Specifically, generative LLMs are trained to predict the next word
(or, more accurately, the next token) following a certain excerpt of text. Given a sequence of words
(tokens), the LLM will produce a pseudo-probability distribution over all the possible next tokens. The
next token is then selected based on the token with the highest pseudo-probability or using a weighted
sampling strategy. Using this approach iteratively, LLMs are used to generate text by feeding them an
initial excerpt of text (commonly called a prompt) and repeatedly predicting the next token, one token
at a time. A textual response can be constructed by iterating this process until a special token indicating
the end of the response is generated.

Large language models can effectively capture patterns, structures, and knowledge in the training
data. When prompted with questions or tasks, they generate responses based on the learned knowledge
and patterns [14,20,32,47]. This led to a new trend in learning paradigms that has emerged since the
advent of generative LLMs called ‘pre-train, prompt, predict’ [20]. One of the main advantages of this
paradigm is that it substantially reduces the need for large task-specific datasets that are required in the
supervised learning paradigm. This paradigm is commonly referred to as prompt-based learning. Due
to the knowledge embedded in LLMs, they were found to perform well on many tasks without any
task-specific training data. These recent advancements in the learning paradigm were essential to enable
this work, as the supervised learning paradigm has been prohibitively challenging, as the scarcity of
training data on interpretive argumentation and the costs associated with collecting such training data
in vast quantities using human studies or other means has stifled the ability to produce high-quality
interpretive arguments. Prompt-based learning has been instrumental in overcoming those challenges
and has enabled huge advancements in this area of research.

When machines are able to perform tasks without being specifically trained on those tasks, the ma-
chine is said to perform zero-shot learning. For example, to solve a sentiment analysis problem in a
zero-shot setting, we can prompt an LLM (such as OpenAI’s GPT-3 [4]) with the text: “I have been
stuck in traffic for over an hour. I feel so ___”. We presume that the model will generate an appropriate
sentiment as a completion for that prompt or, alternatively, the completion will be restricted to a set of
predetermined outputs. One-shot and few-shot learning paradigms [4,36] use similar prompts that in-
clude one or more solved examples to condition the model on the task at hand [46]. For example, the
following prompt might be used to predict the rating of a movie from a textual review:

• Review: Interesting plot. Recommended.
Rating: 5 stars

• Review: Boring!!!!
Rating: _______

Prompt-based learning can be done using manual template engineering by using manually created tem-
plates [20,28,36]. Other approaches can learn such prompts automatically, including discrete prompts
that typically correspond to natural language phrases [8,12,20,42], or continuous prompts that use se-
quences of embeddings directly that do not necessarily correspond to embeddings that occur in natural
languages [20,21,50].

A recent trend in prompt-based learning that shows promise is explanation-based prompting [11,20],
which started with chain-of-thought prompting [48] and many styles of prompting inspired by it, such as
self-ask [30] and maieutic prompting [13]. For example, a chain-of-thought prompt may be a question-
answering task, where the task is presented in a few-shot learning fashion such that the provided exam-
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ples do not simply answer the question, and instead provide reasonable step-by-step inferences leading
to the correct conclusion. Such a style of prompts will encourage the generative language model to pro-
vide explanations before committing to an answer to the question, which was experimentally found to
improve accuracy, especially on arithmetic questions [48]. The original paper provides this example:
“Q: The cafeteria had 23 apples. If they used 20 to make lunch and bought 6 more, how many apples
do they have?”. The direct answer was “A: The answer is 27.” which is incorrect. However, using chain-
of-thought the answer was: “A: The cafeteria had 23 apples originally. They used 20 to make lunch.
So they had 23 − 20 = 3. They bought 6 more apples, so they have 3 + 6 = 9. The answer is 9.”
This example illustrates how an LLM’s ability to obtain a correct answer may be heavily affected by the
prompting style that is used, thus motivating the second half of our first research question (RQ1). The
self-ask [30] prompting style encourages the LLM to ask itself some questions that will help it answer
the original question. The original paper provides this example: “Q: Who lived longer, Theodor Haecker
or Harry Vaughan Watkins?”, and instead of immediately answering the question, the LLM is encour-
aged to ask itself sub-questions such as: “Q: How old was Theodor Haecker when he died?” and “How
old was Harry Vaughan Watkins when he died?”. By identifying those intermediate sub-questions and
answering them before answering the initial question, LLMs have been found to improve their accuracy
on many question-answering tasks. On the other hand, the maieutic prompting [13] style is inspired
by the maieutic method of Socrates. The maieutic method uses abductive and recursive explanations to
identify and consequently reduce inconsistencies in the explanations generated. Again, this method has
been found to improve accuracy on question-answering tasks, providing further evidence that teaching
LLMs to explain or reason through their answers improves their reliability.

In this paper, two of the most capable language models from OpenAI at the time of running this
experiment were used for the main set of experiments. GPT-3 [4] is used to generate scenarios and
arguments, as shown in the rest of the paper, while ChatGPT [25] is only used for scenario generation.
ChatGPT (a chatbot powered by GPT-3.5) is not a fully documented model, as the parent company
has not published any academic papers or any other resource that includes full details of how GPT-
3.5 was trained. However, based on technical reports from the parent company, it is likely instruction-
tuned [27] using reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF) [5] to follow a variety of written
instructions. Since GPT-4 [26] was yet to be released at the time of our experimentation, our present
work focuses on GPT-3. However, we report briefly on a small follow-up experiment designed to show
that the lessons we learn from the present work about prompting styles are still applicable to GPT-4 and
other state-of-the-art generative language models in Section 4.

The Turing test. The Turing Test, first introduced by British mathematician and computer scientist
Alan Turing in 1950, remains one of the most influential concepts in the study of artificial intelligence.
In his seminal paper, “Computing Machinery and Intelligence,” [38] Turing posited a scenario in which
a human evaluator would engage in natural language conversations with both a human and a machine
designed to generate human-like responses. If the evaluator could not reliably distinguish which partic-
ipant was the machine based on the conversation alone, then the machine would be considered to have
demonstrated human-like intelligence.

The original Turing test sets a relatively high threshold for a machine to pass the test, as a conversa-
tion with a machine is an interactive setting that allows the human evaluator to probe the limits of the
understanding of the machine of the subject of the conversation. However, not all tests designed to tell
humans and machines apart follow the same setup. For example, some CAPTCHA2 systems use text

2CAPTCHA stands for Completely Automated Public Turing Test To Tell Computers and Humans Apart.
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and image recognition as a form of a Turing test [37]. Hence, in the context of this paper, we address our
third research question (RQ3) using experiments that we refer to as Turing test-inspired.

3. Methodology and results

The experiment was carried out in 5 stages as follows:

• Stage 1: Curating scenarios
• Stage 2: Collecting and evaluating human arguments
• Stage 3: Generating and evaluating machine arguments
• Stage 4: Turing-inspired tests
• Stage 5: Additional comparisons of machine and human arguments

3.1. Overview and rationale

The overall goals of the methodology are summarized in the aforementioned research questions. The
individual stages and the sequence in which they were carried out were designed to provide the necessary
data to answer the research questions or to provide the necessary data for the subsequent stages. In order
to answer RQ1, we need to evaluate arguments generated using different LLMs and different prompt
designs, using both zero-shot and few-shot learning styles. We ran some surveys in order to rate the
different arguments (Stage 3) and each argument was rated independently. However, in order to run this
study, we need some rules and scenarios that are used as the subjects of the interpretive arguments.
We already had a dataset of ambiguous rules for this purpose. However, we needed to create a set of
high-quality scenarios suitable for this task. This is where Stage 1 comes in. Additionally, we need some
human arguments for two reasons. First, we needed some rated human arguments in order to address
RQ2 (Stage 2) and RQ3 (Stage 4). We also used the human arguments for few-shot learning purposes,
and therefore, the collected human arguments and their associated ratings (Stage 2) were also necessary
for generating machine arguments. In order to address RQ3, we need to run a few Turing tests (Stage
4). Finally, in Stage 5, we ran some additional surveys to corroborate and validate the results we got
in the earlier stages, as well as detect if there are any potential biases that the human annotators may
have that lead them to favor some arguments due to the perception that an argument was human- or
machine-generated.

3.2. Stage 1: Curating scenarios

Our goal at this stage was to curate a set of ambiguous scenarios for use in the subsequent stages. For
this purpose, we started with a dataset of rules collected from the codes of ethics of various professional
organizations, following [24]. However, we found some systematic issues with the scenarios used in
that publication (see background section (§2)), so we decided to generate a new set of scenarios for this
study.

When this experiment was conducted, GPT-3 and ChatGPT were the most advanced LLMs available.
We used four different sources for the scenarios at this stage:

(1) GPT-33 generated scenarios
(2) ChatGPT4 generated scenarios

3OpenAI’s text-davinci-003.
4OpenAI’s ChatGPT January 9 2023 Version.
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(3) Human–machine collaboration using GPT-3
(4) Human–machine collaboration using ChatGPT

The machine-generated scenarios have been produced without human interference or oversight. On
the other hand, human–machine collaboration means that a human was directly involved in the produc-
tion of that set of scenarios. Specifically, for GPT-3, we used a multi-step introspective prompting style
inspired by the self-ask prompting style [30] and similar chain-of-thought prompting styles. We used a
9-step prompt that starts by asking GPT-3 to identify an open-textured phrase in a given rule, generate
multiple competing interpretations, generate arguments and counterarguments for each side, and itera-
tively improve those arguments. The prompt design has been developed through an iterative process of
prompting the model, analyzing its outputs, identifying weaknesses, and either tweaking the prompt or
adding additional intermediate prompts. Since the prompt got large at times, it was split into multiple
steps, such that each step focused on one or a few goals. The full text of the prompt is provided in
Appendix A.3. In the human–machine collaboration mode, a human reviewed, edited, or replaced the
generated completions, including the intermediate steps leading to the final scenario.

Similarly, some of the scenarios were generated in collaboration with ChatGPT. This means that Chat-
GPT was instructed to generate appropriate scenarios. ChatGPT was given instructions to follow while
generating the scenarios. Those instructions were typically provided in the first few messages in a con-
versation with the chatbot. The two most important sets of instructions given to ChatGPT are the guide-
lines for judging a scenario (Fig. 4) and the steps it needs to follow (Fig. 5). Those instructions were
created through an iterated process of trial and error. Many of those instructions were added to guide the
chatbot while generating the scenarios by manually reviewing the chatbot’s responses and attempting
to address some of the common issues that arose in the manual review process, which is part of the
human–machine collaboration effort.

In total, 42 scenarios were generated using the aforementioned methods. A survey was created (using
Qualtrics5) to assess those scenarios and was given to graduate students of our research lab. Figure 6
shows an example of a question in this survey. In total, 7 different annotators provided feedback, which
was used to select 16 scenarios for the subsequent stages. The annotators were provided the same guide-
lines given to ChatGPT for reference. The scenarios were selected based on the recommendation of the

Fig. 4. The annotation guidelines that were given to ChatGPT for generating scenarios.

5https://www.qualtrics.com/

https://www.qualtrics.com/
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Fig. 5. The steps that ChatGPT was instructed to follow for generating scenarios.

annotators, where the provided scenarios met the guidelines and were believed to be balanced based on
the total feedback we received at this stage.

3.3. Stage 2: Collecting and evaluating human arguments

At this stage, we had 16 scenarios from the previous stage. Our goal was to collect 10 different ar-
guments for each scenario: 5 arguments in favor of compliance and 5 in favor of non-compliance. We
created a survey with 10 questions each and used Amazon Mechanical Turk6 to recruit human anno-
tators. Figure 7 shows an example of a question in the survey. Participants had to meet the following
criteria to participate:

• Participants must have at least 50 completed and approved tasks on the platform.
• Participants must have an approval rate of 92% or better.

The collected arguments were reviewed for quality, bad faith, or low effort, and the offending sub-
missions were removed. Such submissions were identified by manually reviewing a small sample of
arguments from each user. Reasons for rejecting a submission include:

• Submissions that were determined to be complaints or statements about the task itself rather than
arguments made in the spirit of the task. These include rants about the scenario (e.g., “This is
preposterous, I cannot believe we’re asked to argue in favor of (non-)compliance!”), or very short
responses (e.g., “That’s clearly unethical!”).

• Arguing for the wrong stance (ie. arguing for compliance when asked to argue for non-compliance
or vice versa).

• Very poor grammar that makes the submission ineligible for inclusion.

Only one submission fit the above criteria and was rejected for one or more of the above reasons. We
also looked for arguments that were consistently rated as “This argument is meaningless, irrelevant, or

6https://requester.mturk.com

https://requester.mturk.com
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Fig. 6. A survey question at stage 1.
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Fig. 7. A survey question at stage 2.

nonsense” during the evaluation phase. However, we found no such submissions, which indicated that
the manual screening process successfully excluded all such arguments.

Additionally, we used an online tool7 to detect any submissions that are likely to be generated using
a GPT variant. We found, through informal tests, that this tool and similar tools frequently produced
false positives and false negatives, which aligns with recent work on AI-generated text detectors [34],
suggesting that such tools, at best, can only perform marginally better than random at distinguishing
AI- from human-written text. However, some form of detection was necessary, so we only considered
rejecting cases where the detector reported that two or more responses were AI-written text with a 95%
confidence or higher. See our discussion in the conclusion section (§6) on the topic of bot detection for
further discussion of this issue. We accepted submissions with one positive result in order to reduce the
chances of rejecting legitimate submissions. This procedure identified only one submission where the
participant was believed to have used an AI text generator in their submissions.

After collecting the human arguments, we had 16 scenarios, with 5 human arguments in favor of com-
pliance and 5 human arguments in favor of non-compliance each, for a total of 160 human arguments.
Our next goal was to evaluate the persuasiveness of the collected arguments by collecting at least 5 dif-
ferent annotations for each collected argument. For this purpose, we created a survey with two question
formats. In the first question format, users were given a profession, a rule, a scenario, a stance, and an
argument. They were asked to rate the argument on a Likert scale [1] from 1–5, going from “Very con-

7https://openai-openai-detector.hf.space/

https://openai-openai-detector.hf.space/
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vincing” to “Very unconvincing” with an additional choice that reads “This argument is meaningless,
irrelevant, or nonsense”. This additional option allows participants to indicate that there is an issue with
the provided argument and that a standard Likert scale does not apply. This allowed us to detect if an
argument was written in bad faith or did not conform to our expectations such as arguing for the wrong
stance. Users were given 5 different arguments for the same scenario-stance pair. In the second question
format, for each scenario-stance pair, users were asked to order the same arguments from the preceding
Format 1 questions from most convincing to least convincing. Each user was given 5 randomly chosen
scenario-stance pairs to annotate for a total of 25 questions of the first format and 5 questions of the
second format. Refer to Appendix A.1 for the question templates used in those surveys.

In order to further ensure submission quality, a red-flags quality control system was developed that
reviews the submissions for quality control signals that indicate issues with the submission. This system
was developed by manually reviewing a small sample of submissions and tweaking the sensitivity of
the criteria to ensure that submissions that were clearly of good quality or poor quality were classified
correctly and iteratively refining the criteria until the automated quality assessment matched the results
of the manual review. A random or low-effort submission is expected to generate 10 or more red flags.
Any items with 4 or more red flags were removed from the dataset. The red flags are based on 3 types of
quality control signals, each with their own subset of items. The major types of red flags were as follows:

• Time-based: For example, any question submitted within 6 seconds or less generates a flag.
• Order-based: The order provided in the second question format had to be more or less consistent

with the individual ratings of the arguments. For example, an argument rated as “Very convincing”
is expected to be ranked higher than an argument rated as “Unconvincing”. Within some tolerance,
if this expectation is not met, a flag is raised.

• Consensus-based: The first two types only look at individual submissions. However, this third
type considers the consistency of the ratings among the participating population. The median (and
deviation) rating of each argument is noted for the subset of responses that generated no flags for
time-based and order-based quality indicators. Within some tolerance, submissions that consistently
rate arguments outside the median range raise a flag.

For additional details about the quality control system, please refer to the GitHub page linked earlier.

3.3.1. Results
In order to evaluate the collected human arguments, we found the median rating of each human ar-

gument. Responses were scored as follows: “Very convincing” (5), . . . , “Very unconvincing” (1), “This
argument is meaningless, irrelevant, or nonsense” (−1). The median rating of the five available annota-
tions is calculated for each argument. The median rating was chosen to represent the persuasiveness of
each argument in order to exclude any outliers compared to the majority of the votes. Subsequently, the
average for all human arguments is calculated. Similarly, the standard deviation is also calculated using
the median ratings of all the human arguments. The average median for all human arguments is 3.06
with a standard deviation of 1.35. The item-weighted average (ie. where all arguments are given equal
weight) is 2.91. Figure 8(a) shows the distribution of the median ratings of all human arguments.

3.4. Stage 3: Generating and evaluating machine arguments

At this stage, we had 16 scenarios with 5 human arguments in favor of compliance and 5 human argu-
ments in favor of non-compliance for each scenario. All of those arguments had 5 different annotations
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Fig. 8. Histograms of median ratings.

of their persuasiveness. Our goal at this stage was to generate 20 different arguments for each scenario
using LLMs: 10 arguments in favor of compliance and 10 in favor of non-compliance.

We used GPT-3 models of different sizes, prompt designs, and both zero-shot and few-shot prompting.
Table 1 lists all the different arrangements that were used in this experiment. These choices were selected
in order to answer RQ1. Specifically, we used two prompt designs. The first is a simple prompt copied
directly from the question format in Stage 2 (Appendix A.4). For the few-shot learning version of this
prompt, we used 3-shot learning. The number of exemplars was chosen based on the smallest context size
of the available models. text-curie-001 model has a context size of 2000 tokens, while the text-davinci-
003 model has a context size of 4000. Therefore, the output of the simple prompts needed to remain
below 2000 tokens. Three exemplars was the maximum number that could be consistently included
in the prompt without exceeding the maximum token limit. For each argument, we first excluded all
human arguments that match the profession of the argument in question. The remaining arguments were
sorted from the highest quality to the lowest quality (based on the evaluations from Stage 2), and the 6
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Table 1

Summary of the models and prompts used to generate arguments in stage 3

Prompt type Shots Model Count
Simple 0 davinci-003 1
Simple 0 curie-001 1
Simple 3 davinci-003 1
Simple 3 curie-001 1
Introspective 0 davinci-003 1
Introspective 0 davinci-002 1
Introspective 2 davinci-003 2
Introspective 2 davinci-002 2

Total 10

best arguments were selected. From this set, we randomly selected a subset of 3 arguments for use as
exemplars and presented them as part of the prompt in a random order. The exemplars selected for each
argument generation are part of the dataset.

The second prompt design is a 10-step introspective design that allows the LLM to formulate and
improve its arguments iteratively. The introspective prompt pipeline is based on a multitude of sources
for inspiration. First of all, with analogy to the chain-of-thought prompting and similar approaches,
these prompts break down the task of interpretive argumentation into discrete tasks, which, in concert,
are designed to generate quality arguments. The individual questions and steps were inspired by multiple
sources. Many publications provide systems that are targeted at human arguers in order to generate good
arguments systematically. For example, some authors propose critical questions that a good interpretive
argument must address [17,43,45]. These types of questions can be used to guide an LLM in producing
high-quality arguments. The LLM is repeatedly asked to elaborate on critical aspects of its response,
attempt to find weaknesses or omissions in its arguments, and iteratively improve those arguments as
it follows the steps in the introspective pipeline. The full text of the introspective prompting pipeline
is provided in Appendix A.5. The prompts used in this prompting style are significantly larger than the
ones used in the simple prompting style. For this reason, the text-curie-001 context size of 2000 tokens
was not a suitable choice for the introspective prompts, especially for the few-shot learning setting. That
is why we chose only to use the models with the largest context size.

For the few-shot learning version of this prompt, we used 2-shot learning. Similar to the simple
prompting style, the number of exemplars was made to ensure the prompt fits in the context size of
4000, the context size of the largest models. We have manually curated 4 exemplars that span all 10
steps of this prompt design. No profession occurs more than once in this set of exemplars. Figure 1
shows an argument generated in favor of compliance using this prompt design. For each argument, we
first excluded all exemplars that match the profession of the argument in question. From the set of the
remaining exemplars, we randomly selected a subset of 2 arguments for use and presented them as part
of the prompt in a random order. The exemplars selected for each argument generation are part of the
dataset.

Those two prompt designs were chosen to help answer RQ1, namely, whether an introspective prompt
design could yield better arguments compared to the simpler prompt design. We also used both zero-shot
and few-shot prompts to answer the research question of whether few-shot learning could yield better
arguments compared to a zero-shot learning design. Finally, we used models of different sizes. For the
simple prompts, we used text-davinci-003 and text-curie-001; while for the introspective prompts, we
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used text-davinci-003 and text-davinci-002. As mentioned earlier, this experiment was carried out before
GPT-4 was released; see Section 4 for a small follow-up experiment carried out using GPT-4.

At this point, we had 16 scenarios with 5 human arguments in favor of compliance and 5 human
arguments in favor of non-compliance, as well as 10 machine arguments in favor of compliance and
10 machine arguments in favor of non-compliance for a total of 320 machine-generated arguments. All
of the human arguments had 5 different annotations of their persuasiveness. Our goal was to evaluate
the persuasiveness of the machine-generated arguments by collecting at least 5 different annotations for
each of the machine-generated arguments. For this purpose, we created a survey using a format identical
to the survey in Stage 2. Each question contained 5 arguments; therefore, we had double the number
of questions at this stage compared to the previous one. Each scenario-stance pair had to be included
twice with a different subset of five questions from the ten that were generated. We split the arguments
based on their source deterministically, and hence, the Format 2 questions required participants to order
arguments for one of the two available subsets consistently. We included the same number of questions
in each survey as Stage 2, and therefore, we required (roughly) twice the number of participants to fill
out the survey. Everything was identical to Stage 2 in terms of the surveys, except that the source of the
arguments was machine-generated, which the participants were not made aware of as we did not make
any claims about the source of the arguments in this stage or the previous one.

3.4.1. Results
Using the same scoring scheme as the one in Stage 2, the average median rating for all machine-

generated arguments is 3.63 with a standard deviation of 1.06. The item-weighted average is 3.45. Fig-
ure 8(b) shows the distribution of the median ratings for all machine arguments. These results indicate
that human annotators believe that machine-generated arguments were consistently more persuasive than
human-written arguments. Table 2 shows a detailed breakdown of all the experiments we carried out. In
order to verify the statistical significance of those results, we conducted one-way ANOVA for all of the
machine-generated arguments. We got an F -statistic of 30.5 and p < 0.01, which shows a significant
difference between the group means. Appendix A.7 shows the Tukey HSD pairwise comparisons of all
the means.

Examining those results, we find that few-shot learning clearly outperforms the zero-shot learning
prompts which matches our expectations. We also find that the text-curie-001 model using 3-shot learn-
ing and simple prompts is roughly equivalent to the performance of the human arguments. The same

Table 2

Average median rating of each source of arguments from stages 2 and 3

Prompt type Shots Model Average rating∗ StdDev
Simple 0 davinci-003 4.13 0.57
Simple 0 curie-001 2.58 1.53
Simple 3 davinci-003 4.39 0.45
Simple 3 curie-001 3.02 1.12
Introspective 0 davinci-003 3.38 0.88
Introspective 0 davinci-002 3.38 0.75
Introspective 2 davinci-003 4.07 0.78
Introspective 2 davinci-002 3.64 0.90

Machine 3.63 1.06
Human 3.06 1.35
∗ Higher is better
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Table 3

Average median order of each source of arguments from stage 3 (subset 1)

Prompt type Shots Model Average order∗ StdDev
Simple 0 davinci-003 2.11 0.76
Simple 3 curie-001 3.94 0.83
Introspective 0 davinci-003 3.59 0.72
Introspective 2 davinci-003 2.66 1.01
Introspective 2 davinci-002 2.95 0.82
∗ Lower is better

Table 4

Average median order of each source of arguments from stage 3 (subset 2)

Prompt type Shots Model Average order StdDev
Simple 0 curie-001 4.02 0.91
Simple 3 davinci-003 2.02 0.69
Introspective 0 davinci-002 3.67 0.71
Introspective 2 davinci-003 2.50 1.24
Introspective 2 davinci-002 3.11 0.72

model with zero-shot learning is the only model that underperforms compared to the human results.
We also notice that the introspective prompt design underperforms compared to the simpler prompting
approach. Overall, the machine-generated arguments outperform the human arguments. Tables 3 and 4
show the average median for all the machine-generated arguments. Since the argument sources were split
deterministically, those tables show the results of each of the two subsets independently. The arguments
that were labeled as most convincing (top) got a score of 1, while the ones labeled as least convincing
(bottom) got a score of 5. The results show that the relative ordering of all sources of arguments is
consistent with the average median rating in Table 2.

3.5. Stage 4(a): Blind Turing test

At this stage, we had 16 scenarios with 5 human arguments and 10 machine arguments for each
stance. All of those arguments had 5 annotations of their persuasiveness. Our goal at this stage was to
test the human annotator’s ability to tell the difference between human and machine arguments. For this
purpose, we created a survey with two question formats. In the first format, users were presented with
a profession, a rule, a scenario, a stance, and an argument. They were asked to guess as to whether the
argument was written by a human or generated by a machine. In the second format, we presented users
with two arguments instead of one, informed them that one of those arguments was written by a human
and the other was generated by a machine, and they had to guess which one was written by a human.
Refer to Appendix A.1 for the question templates used in those surveys.

We refer to this as a Turing test-inspired variant, adapted specifically for interpretive arguments. As
discussed earlier, the Turing test at the conceptual level is a test to evaluate a machine’s level of in-
telligence by assuming that if a machine could perform certain tasks in a way that is indistinguishable
from humans performing the same task, then that machine can be reasonably said to have at least the
same level of intelligence as humans. The original Turing test [38] allows humans to interact with the
machine to stress test the machine’s ability to pass tailored tests to the satisfaction of the human testers.
In our simplified version, such an interaction is absent, and we are simply asking human annotators to
tell human and machine arguments apart.
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Table 5

Blind Turing test results from stage 4(a)

Prompt type Shots Model Accuracy% Avg score StdDev t-tests
Simple 0 davinci-003 55 0.12 1.51 -
Simple 0 curie-001 61 0.27 1.55 -
Simple 3 davinci-003 51 0.16 1.42 Pass
Simple 3 curie-001 47 0.02 1.26 Pass
Introspective 0 davinci-003 38 −0.15 1.33 Pass
Introspective 0 davinci-002 34 −0.36 1.30 Pass
Introspective 2 davinci-003 50 −0.08 1.44 Pass
Introspective 2 davinci-002 52 0.21 1.33 Pass

Overall 52 0.15 1.43 Pass

Table 6

Blind Turing test confusion matrix of format 1 questions

Source Guessed as machine Not sure Guessed as human
Machine 46% 3% 51%
Human 61% 6% 33%

3.5.1. Results
Table 5 shows a detailed breakdown of all the human annotators’ accuracies on the Blind Turing test;

if the supplied response was correct (ie. guessed as “Very likely [correct guess]” or “Somewhat likely
[correct guess]”), the item was counted as correctly labeled, while incorrect or “Not sure” responses
were counted as incorrectly labeled. The results also show that in the Blind Turing test, annotators cor-
rectly identified the human arguments only 52% of the time, which is basically no better than random
chance. Responses were also scored as follows: “Very likely [correct guess]” (2), . . . , “Very likely [in-
correct guess]” (−2), and the average scores are shown in the table as well. Table 6 shows the confusion
matrix detailing how each source of arguments was classified based on a 3 categories classification of
‘Machine’, ‘Human’, and ‘Not sure’.

In order to verify the statistical significance of those results, we conducted two one-tailed one-sample
t-tests. For the first t-test, we defined the null hypothesis as the true mean is larger than or equal to 0.5.
Recall that an annotation of “Not sure” is scored as 0, while an annotation of “Somewhat likely [correct
guess]” is scored as 1. Therefore, a mean value larger than or equal to 0.5 indicates that participants
could reliably identify the source of an argument. The alternative hypothesis is that the true mean is less
than 0.5, which means that participants were unable to identify the source of the arguments correctly. If
the test shows a statistically significant result, the Turing test is marked as a ‘Pass’ indicating that the
machine passed the Turing test. If the test is inconclusive, a second t-test is performed. For the second t-
test, we defined the null hypothesis as the true mean is less than or equal to 0. The alternative hypothesis
is that the true mean is larger than 0, which means that participants were able to identify the source of
the arguments correctly. If the test shows a statistically significant result, the Turing test is marked as
a ‘Fail’, indicating that the machine failed the Turing test. Otherwise, the result is inconclusive and is
marked with ‘-’. This procedure allows us to look for evidence that the annotators were unable to guess
the correct source of the arguments reliably. The “Not sure” option is scored as a 0, and for the purposes
of the first t-test, we define a mean in the range of −0.5 to 0.5 to correspond to this option. In order to
pass the Turing test, participants have to consistently choose either the “Not sure” option or any of the
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incorrect guesses. If we cannot show that the Turing test was passed, we attempt to look for evidence that
the machine failed the Turing test, and we look for evidence that the annotators were able to make better
than random guesses, hence a true mean above 0. If we find no evidence to support either hypothesis,
we conclude that the result is inconclusive.

In the first one-tailed one-sample t-test, the overall sample size is 459. We find that the mean is 0.15,
the standard deviation is 1.43, the t-statistic is −6.17, p < 0.05, the effect size is −0.25, and since
the mean is below 0.5, we conclude that overall GPT-3 has passed the Blind Turing test. Additionally,
Table 6 shows the confusion matrix of the Format 1 questions. The results show that the participants
had a tendency to label human arguments as machine arguments, as 61% of the human arguments were
labeled as machine arguments. On the other hand, machine arguments were (roughly) equally likely to be
labeled as machine or human arguments, as only 46% of the machine arguments were labeled correctly,
and 51% were labeled as human arguments.

3.6. Stage 4(b): Guided Turing test

The blind Turing test was designed to evaluate whether machine-generated arguments were similar
enough to human arguments in order to substitute for human-provided arguments in applications where
the source of the argument is irrelevant or of low importance. However, could this be a consequence
of the human participants’ lack of expertise in the task? I.e., is it the case that humans could learn to
distinguish human- from machine-generated interpretive arguments? Our guided version of the test was
therefore designed to evaluate whether machine-generated arguments had distinctive features differenti-
ating them from human arguments that human annotators could learn.

This stage was carried out in an identical manner to the blind version of the test with one notable
modification: We first provided users with 8 examples of human arguments and 8 examples of machine
arguments as part of the survey instructions. Users were provided with a downloadable text file to refer
to the provided examples when needed, rather than relying entirely on their memory. Everything else
was identical to the previous stage.

3.6.1. Results
Table 7 shows a detailed breakdown of all the human annotators’ accuracies on the Guided Turing test.

The results also show that in the Guided Turing test, annotators correctly identified the human arguments
62% of the time, and the average response score was 0.53 with a standard deviation of 1.44. In the first
one-tailed one-sample t-test, the overall sample size is 463. In the first t-test, we find no statistically

Table 7

Guided Turing test results from stage 4(b)

Prompt type Shots Model Accuracy% Avg score StdDev t-tests
Simple 0 davinci-003 72 0.84 1.17 Fail
Simple 0 curie-001 38 −0.16 1.48 Pass
Simple 3 davinci-003 63 0.68 1.40 Fail
Simple 3 curie-001 60 0.50 1.40 Fail
Introspective 0 davinci-003 74 0.77 1.25 Fail
Introspective 0 davinci-002 57 0.34 1.44 -
Introspective 2 davinci-003 61 0.51 1.47 Fail
Introspective 2 davinci-002 71 0.76 1.40 Fail

Overall 62 0.53 1.44 Fail
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Table 8

Guided Turing test confusion matrix of format 1 questions

Source Guessed as machine Not Sure Guessed as human
Machine 64% 2% 34%
Human 59% 6% 35%

Table 9

Average median rating of each source of arguments when compared to a human argument at stage 5

Prompt type Shots Model Average rating StdDev
Simple 0 davinci-003 1.32 1.15
Simple 0 curie-001 −0.29 1.51
Simple 3 davinci-003 1.21 1.09
Simple 3 curie-001 0.24 1.53
Introspective 0 davinci-003 0.41 1.19
Introspective 0 davinci-002 0.15 1.43
Introspective 2 davinci-003 0.94 1.23
Introspective 2 davinci-002 0.48 0.95

Overall 0.80 1.20

significant evidence that the machine passed the Guided Turing test. So we ran the second t-test, and
found the mean is 0.53, the t-statistic is 9.05, p < 0.05, the effect size is 0.37, and concluded that
overall the machine failed the Guided Turing test. Additionally, Table 8 shows the confusion matrix of
the Format 1 questions. The results show that the participants had a tendency to label most arguments as
machine arguments, as 64% of the machine arguments and 59% of the human arguments were labeled
as machine arguments.

3.7. Stage 5: Additional comparisons of machine and human arguments

At this stage, we wanted to perform some additional validation on our results. One of the crucial
questions we attempted to address at this stage is whether or not annotators had a bias favoring either
the human or machine arguments as such. For this reason, we decided to run the survey where we tell
the users that an argument was human- or machine-generated, and observe how consistent the results
were between the direct comparisons performed in Stage 4 (second question in the second format) and
the indirect comparisons performed in Stages 2 and 3. Refer to Appendix A.1 for the question template
used in this survey.

3.7.1. Results
For this stage, we found the median rating of all human–machine argument pairs included in the

survey. Responses were scored as follows: “Machine argument is significantly more convincing” (2),
. . . , “Human argument is significantly more convincing” (−2).

The average median for all the evaluated pairs is 0.80 with a standard deviation of 1.20. Table 9
shows a detailed breakdown of all the experiments. In order to verify the statistical significance of those
results, we conducted one-way ANOVA for all of the machine-generated arguments. The sample size is
575, and we got an F -statistic of 11.2 and p < 0.01, which shows a significant difference between the
group means.
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Table 10

Summary of the models and prompts used to generate arguments

Prompt type Shots Model Count
Simple 0 gpt-4-0314 1
Simple 3 gpt-4-0314 1
Introspective 0 gpt-4-0314 1
Introspective 2 gpt-4-0314 2

Total 5

4. Experiment using GPT-4

GPT-4 [26] has been shown to outperform GPT-3 in virtually every measure available, and it is reason-
able to assume that the ability to generate persuasive interpretive arguments is among those measures.
Although GPT-4 was not available at the time of our experimentation, it would be worthwhile to see
whether the lessons we learned above about which prompting styles generate the best interpretive argu-
ments. We, therefore, report on a small experiment we carried out to do just that.

Using the same procedure in Stage 3, we generated 10 different arguments for each scenario using
GPT-4 (specifically, gpt-4-0314): 5 arguments in favor of compliance and 5 in favor of non-compliance.
We used the same prompt designs and both zero-shot and few-shot prompting. Table 10 shows the
different arrangements that were used in this experiment.

However, unlike the previous set of experiments, which were carried out on Amazon Mechanical Turk,
we used the Prolific8 platform to carry out this experiment. Additionally, we imposed some restrictions
on participants that were not enforced in the previous set of experiments. Namely:

• Participants are from the US or UK
• Participants must have a graduate degree
• Participants are balanced based on gender
• Participants must have completed at least 50 tasks on the platform
• Participants must have an acceptance rate of 92% or better

After we carried out the experiment, we had 16 scenarios with 5 arguments in favor of compliance
and 5 arguments in favor of non-compliance for a total of 160 arguments generated using GPT-4. All
arguments were evaluated for their persuasiveness by collecting at least 3 different annotations for each
of the arguments. The surveys were in a format identical to the surveys in Stages 2 and 3.

We report two sets of results. One using a filtered subset of annotations, and another using an unfil-
tered subset. The filtered subset uses the red flags system explained in Section 3.4, while disabling the
Consensus-based red flags subset. Those flags were disabled because they are based on the consensus of
multiple annotations for each argument. Since those filters rely on the availability of at least 5 annota-
tions that are validated through the other filtration criteria, not enough data was collected to allow those
filters to be reliable. The other types of red flags evaluate submissions independently of other submis-
sions and, hence, are not affected by the amount of available submissions. Since we still use a threshold
of a maximum of 3 flags to accept a submission, the filtration process is slightly less strict compared
to Stage 3 filters. Additionally, in Stage 3 we collected at least 5 annotations for all arguments after
applying the filters. However, for this smaller experiment, we only have 3 annotations for each argument
in the unfiltered set. Hence, some arguments have less than 3 annotations available with the filters.

8https://www.prolific.co/

https://www.prolific.co/
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Table 11

Average median rating of each source of arguments

Prompt type Shots Model Average rating (filtered) StdDev Average rating (unfiltered) StdDev
Simple 0 gpt-4-0314 3.72 0.94 3.91 0.72
Simple 3 gpt-4-0314 3.80 0.77 3.86 0.74
Introspective 0 gpt-4-0314 3.40 1.14 3.58 0.88
Introspective 2 gpt-4-0314 3.65 0.97 3.55 0.84

Overall 3.64 0.98 3.69 0.82

Table 12

Average median order of each source of arguments

Prompt type Shots Model Average order (filtered) StdDev Average order (unfiltered) StdDev
Simple 0 gpt-4-0314 2.92 1.24 2.73 1.17
Simple 3 gpt-4-0314 3.05 1.14 2.56 1.04
Introspective 0 gpt-4-0314 2.92 1.39 3.03 1.30
Introspective 2 gpt-4-0314 2.99 1.26 3.20 1.19

4.0.1. Results
Using the same scoring scheme as the one in Stage 3, the average median for all GPT-4 arguments

in the unfiltered set is 3.69 with a standard deviation of 0.82, and the item-weighted average is 3.51.
For the filtered subset, the average median is 3.64 with a standard deviation of 0.98, and the item-
weighted average is 3.63. Table 11 shows a detailed breakdown of all the experiments we carried out.
In order to verify the statistical significance of those results, we conducted one-way ANOVA for all
of the machine-generated arguments and got an F -statistic of 4.59 and p < 0.01 for the unfiltered
set, which shows a significant difference between the group means. Appendix A.8 shows the Tukey
HSD pairwise comparisons of all the means. Unfortunately, the results for the filtered subset do not
show statistical significance, which is why we report both sets of results. Table 12 shows the relative
ordering of the different sources of arguments and is consistent with the average median ratings from
Table 11.

Examining those results, we find that the introspective prompt design underperforms compared to the
simpler prompting approach. The results do not show a statistically significant difference between few-
shot and zero-shot prompts (see Appendix A.8). The filtered subset shows results consistent with the
pattern that few-shot learning outperforms zero-shot learning. In contrast, the unfiltered subset shows
the opposite pattern with very small differences between the means. Again, since those differences are
not statistically significant, we refrain from making any conclusions. However, it seems that the filters
have some influence on the results. The filtered data is more consistent with the results of the experi-
mental protocol developed for Stage 3. It should be considered more reliable as it excludes submissions
that may represent lower effort or lower quality submissions. Nonetheless, additional experimentation
is warranted to find out if the chat versions of LLMs that are instruction-tuned or optimized using re-
inforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF) might affect the performance of the LLMs in the
few-shot learning setting on this task or the prompting style used which has been developed with the
non-chat LLMs in mind.

Note that the ratings obtained in this experiment should not be interpreted to be directly comparable to
the results in Stage 3 due to the fact that this experiment has been conducted on a different platform using
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different participation criteria, which influences the characteristics of the population of the participants.
Therefore, we do not use those results to compare the performance of GPT-4 to the performance of
GPT-3 in the previous experiments.

5. Discussion

We can now address our three primary research questions.

RQ1: How well can state-of-the-art LLMs argue interpretively, and which prompting methods generate
the best interpretive arguments?. The results from Stage 3, as summarized in Table 2, show that the
best performing model is the largest model offered by OpenAI, namely text-davinci-003, which produced
the best results using a simple prompting scheme combined with a few-shot learning approach. The
model obtained an average median rating of 4.39 with a standard deviation of 0.45, which indicates that
most annotators rated the generated arguments as either ‘Convincing’ (4) or ‘Very Convincing’ (5). This
indicates that most annotators believed the model generated arguments of decent quality. The results also
show that larger and newer models consistently and measurably outperformed smaller or older models.

The results also show that using few-shot learning yields substantially better results compared to zero-
shot learning for all the models tested. This result is what we expected and demonstrates the value the
training exemplars bring to this task.

We also observe that the introspective prompt design underperforms compared to the simpler prompt-
ing approach. While we believe that an introspective approach similar to the one used in those exper-
iments may be of value, those results indicate that creating a prompting pipeline that outperforms the
simple prompting approach is a non-trivial task and requires an iterative approach of design, test, and
analysis. Since the introspective approach used in this set of experiments was the first attempt at such a
prompt design, and did not benefit from any substantial feedback or analysis, we argue that those results
are only a measure of the specific template used in this experiment and should not be used to conclu-
sively dismiss similar prompting styles that are developed with the benefit of an iterative approach that
incorporates additional feedback and analysis.

RQ2: How do human- and machine-generated interpretive arguments compare?. The results from
Stage 2 and 3, as summarized in Table 2, show that the largest model offered by OpenAI, namely text-
davinci-003, consistently produced arguments that were rated as more persuasive as compared to the
human arguments. This is strong evidence in favor of LLMs compared to non-expert human arguers.
Using text-curie-001 (which is a variant of GPT-3 that is advertised by OpenAI as a smaller, faster,
cheaper, and capable alternative) produced arguments that were rated as equally persuasive as their hu-
man counterparts when using a few-shot learning approach while also rated as less persuasive compared
to human arguments when using a zero-shot learning approach. This means that an LLM that matches
or exceeds the performance of the text-curie-001 variant of GPT-3 can produce arguments that are com-
petitive with non-expert human arguments.

All of those results are corroborated by the results from Stage 5, as summarized in Table 9, which
produced consistent results using a different experimental setup.

RQ3: Can people distinguish between human- and machine-generated interpretive arguments?. The
results from Stage 4(a), as summarized in Table 5, show that participants could not identify the source
of an argument correctly at a rate that is statistically significantly better than random chance in the blind
version of the Turing test. Conversely, the results from Stage 4(b), as summarized in Table 7, show
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that participants were able to correctly identify the source of an argument for all models except for
the text-curie-001 using a simple prompt with zero-shots. Recall from Stage 3 that this model was the
only one that underperformed compared to human arguments. This result implies that at least part of
the reasoning used by the human annotators is the persuasiveness of the argument, where participants
(seemingly) concluded based on the examples provided to them that the better arguments are usually the
machine-generated arguments, and hence were more likely to incorrectly conclude that the arguments
generated using text-curie-001 using the simple prompt with zero-shots were human arguments. This
provides some limited evidence that the persuasiveness of arguments was an important signal that most
annotators relied on when selecting the source of an argument.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed the experimental design and the associated surveys and methods that were
used to answer the research questions discussed earlier. Specifically, our goal was to develop experimen-
tal protocols to assess the persuasiveness of machine-generated arguments and to compare arguments
generated using different SOTA LLMs to each other and human arguments. We also sought to find out
if non-expert human annotators could distinguish human- and machine-generated arguments with and
without prior exposure to such arguments. Our findings show that (non-expert) human annotators con-
sistently rated machine-generated arguments as more convincing (when using LLMs beyond a certain
size) than human arguments. The results also show that non-expert human annotators could not tell the
human- and machine-generated arguments apart if they were not provided prior information about such
arguments. This result indicates that machines are able to produce human-like text. The results also show
that when provided with some examples of human- and machine-generated arguments, the annotators
had a slightly improved ability to tell the two sources of arguments apart.

Those results are very encouraging for the future of automated interpretive argumentation as they
demonstrate that the SOTA LLMs are capable of performing interpretive reasoning and interpretive
argumentation with reasonable competence. Note that the comparisons carried out in those experiments
were in comparison with non-expert human participants. A more thorough analysis of the available data
is planned for future publication. Moreover, we recommend carrying out this experimental protocol
while recruiting expert arguers for both the generation of human arguments and the evaluation of both
the human and machine arguments. Insights from experts can definitely create a more accurate, reliable,
and trustworthy assessment of the capabilities of current LLMs.

The use of this experimental protocol to compare the performance of different LLMs can be an es-
sential tool to assess the capabilities of LLMs accurately. Interpretive argumentation is probably more
challenging than many tasks that LLMs are tested on, making those assessments more meaningful for
complex linguistic evaluation and making sure that newer LLMs are, in fact, improving in performance
on some challenging tasks. Evaluating the performance of LLMs on the task of interpretive argumenta-
tion is not a trivial task. Automating such assessments is very difficult; hence, including human anno-
tators is essential for this task. This experimental protocol provides clear guidance on how to carry out
such evaluations.

Crowdsourced data in the post-ChatGPT age. An important point was raised by one of this
manuscript’s reviewers, on which we should now say a few words. At the time of our primary data
collection for this proposed work, OpenAI’s ChatGPT was barely a few months old and did not have the
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widespread adoption it has today. For this reason, we felt that our method of filtering out AI-generated
participant responses – imperfect as it may be – was sufficient for our purposes. We also switched plat-
forms mid-study from Amazon Mechanical Turk to Prolific, as we felt the latter had better internal
quality controls and put more effort into ensuring that participants were not using AI tools. We present
our methodology in sufficient detail that it can be replicated by those who seek to see whether the same
results hold when carried out under stricter conditions (e.g., entirely in-person), and we encourage others
to do so.

However, we feel it is important to observe that the tools and prompting methods available for car-
rying out online crowdsourced data collections are evolving at such a rapid pace that the entire future
of such work is facing a crisis. Particularly in text-heavy work such as the present argumentation study,
it is difficult to see how sufficient quality control can be upheld in future studies if administered re-
motely. We make this observation here in the hope that it inspires future work into solving this serious
problem.

Future work. Another important future goal is to develop the introspective prompting approach further.
Chain-of-thought prompting and similar approaches illustrate the value of allowing an LLM to reason in
a step-by-step fashion, breaking the problem into smaller problems, and reflecting on its outputs. Using
existing literature that may be used to guide or teach human arguers to produce good arguments could be
used to encourage an LLM to use the same techniques to produce high-quality arguments. The introspec-
tive approach did not yield better results compared to the simple prompting approach in our experiments,
which is counter-intuitive to what we suspected would be the case. However, considering the variability
of performance that different prompting styles cause, we believe it is worthwhile to determine whether
different prompts may yield better results. Possible reasons for the introspective prompting approach to
underperform include:

• The introspective approach requires more powerful LLMs to perform well. It is possible that
LLMs need to cross some capability threshold in order for this approach to become vi-
able.

• The introspective approach requires additional iterative improvements and redesign along with eval-
uations in order to find out what works and what does not.

• Since the introspective design relies on a pipeline consisting of a long sequence of steps, early rea-
soning defects in the output of an LLM, or the accumulation of errors over the consecutive steps,
may negate any positive effects that the introspective design introduces. This intersects with the first
point, that better LLMs are necessary, such that fewer reasoning defects are introduced during the
execution of the pipeline.

Future work includes qualitative analysis to supplement and further explain the quantitative results.
Some goals for the qualitative analysis include:

• Identify some of the factors that affect the quality of the generated arguments.
• Analysis of argument quality measures (other than convincingness) for human- and machine-

generated arguments, such as Cogency, Relevance, Clarity, and Defeasibility.
• Identify major factors leading to reduced performance when using introspective prompting.
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Appendix

A.1. Survey templates

Fig. 9. Template of survey questions at stage 1.
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Fig. 10. Template of survey questions at stage 2 for collecting human arguments.

Fig. 11. Templates of survey questions at stages 2 and 3.
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Fig. 12. Template of survey questions at stage 4.
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Fig. 13. Template of survey questions at stage 5.

A.2. Legend for prompt design listings

Variables are enclosed in two brackets. There are two types of variable access: “Recall a vari-
able” denoted as [[R:variable-name]], and “Generate a variable” denoted as [[G:variable-
name]]. A variable is generated and set using GPT-3 text completion. Variables may be recalled from
an externally set value, for example [[R:PROFESSION]] refers to the profession for the item being
generated, while [[R:PHRASE]] refers to the value generated using GPT-3 using a previous use of
[[G:PHRASE]]. Multi-step prompts are evaluated sequentially. The sequence ===== is used to
separate the different prompts, and each step starts with the text TEMPLATE X: indicates the step num-
ber where X stands for the step number. The arrows ↪→ indicate that a line has wrapped at the end of
page.
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A.3. Prompt template for GPT-3 scenario generation

TEMPLATE 1:

Read the following rule with respect to the given profession, and
answer the following questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is ambiguous and likely to be open to
different interpretations? List five different ways in which
that phrase could be interpreted.

↪→
↪→
A: "[[G:PHRASE]]"

1. [[G:INTERPRETATION:1]]
2. [[G:INTERPRETATION:2]]
3. [[G:INTERPRETATION:3]]
4. [[G:INTERPRETATION:4]]
5. [[G:INTERPRETATION:5]]

=====

TEMPLATE 2:

Read the following rule with respect to the given profession, and
answer the following questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is ambiguous and likely to be open to
different interpretations? List five different ways in which
that phrase could be interpreted.

↪→
↪→
A: ``[[R:PHRASE]]"

1. [[R:INTERPRETATION:1]]
2. [[R:INTERPRETATION:2]]
3. [[R:INTERPRETATION:3]]
4. [[R:INTERPRETATION:4]]
5. [[R:INTERPRETATION:5]]
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Q: Consider the different interpretations of the ambiguous phrase
mentioned above. For each of the provided interpretations,
provide an example of a clear and concrete real-world scenario
where that interpretation would lead to contradicting
conclusions about whether the rule is followed or not in
relation to one of the other interpretations. Explain how each
scenario is likely to cause controversy around the
professional's conduct.

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
A:

1. [[G:CONFLICT:1]]

2. [[G:CONFLICT:2]]

3. [[G:CONFLICT:3]]

4. [[G:CONFLICT:4]]

5. [[G:CONFLICT:5]]

Q: Consider the different scenarios discussed above. Which of these
scenarios is most likely to happen in a real-world scenario and
be most likely to cause controversy? Why?

↪→
↪→
A: The most likely scenario to happen in the real world is scenario

[[G:INDEX]], where [[G:CONTROVERSY]]↪→

Q: Consider that the phrase "[[G:PHRASE-P]]" can be interpreted to
mean "[[G:INTERPRETATION-P:1]]" or to mean
"[[G:INTERPRETATION-P:2]]". Write a clear and concrete
real-world scenario with realistic details where
[[G:CONTROVERSY-P]]

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→

Ambiguous Scenario:

[[G:SCENARIO]]

=====

TEMPLATE 3:

Read the following rule and scenario, and answer the following
questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]
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Ambiguous Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is ambiguous and likely to be open to
different interpretations?↪→

A: "[[R:PHRASE]]"

Q: Why might the professional in the provided scenario be considered
to have violated the rule?↪→

A: [[G:WHY-VIOLATED]]

Q: Why might the professional in the provided scenario be considered
to be following the rule?↪→

A: [[G:WHY-FOLLOWED]]

Consider all the reasons for why the professional may be considered
to be following or having violated the rule. Write an argument
clearly explaining and summarizing why the professional should
be considered as compliant with the rule.

↪→
↪→
↪→

Argument: [[G:ARG-FOR]]

Consider all the reasons for why the professional may be considered
to be following or having violated the rule. Write an argument
clearly explaining and summarizing why the professional should
be considered as non-compliant with the rule.

↪→
↪→
↪→

Counter Argument: [[G:ARG-AGAINST]]

Q: Can we improve the previous argument to take account of the
counter argument? (yes/no). If the answer is yes, how?↪→

A: Yes, [[G:IMPROVE-FOR]]

Consider the previous argument. Restate an improved version of the
previous argument that explains why the professional economic
developer in the provided scenario is in compliance with the
given rule. Consider the counter argument and the improvements
suggested above. Include all considerations that are relevant to
support the desired conclusion while keeping the argument short
and concise.

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→

Argument: [[G:ARG-FOR]]

=====

TEMPLATE 4:
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Read the following rule and scenario, and answer the following
questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]
Ambiguous Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is ambiguous and likely to be open to
different interpretations?↪→

A: "[[R:PHRASE]]"

Argument for compliance: [[R:ARG-FOR]]

Q: What are some good reasons [[G:Q-REASONS-FOR]]?
A: [[G:REASONS-FOR]]

Q: Why [[G:Q-WHY-FOR]]?
A: [[G:WHY-FOR]]

Consider the previous argument. Restate an improved version of the
previous argument that explains why the professional economic
developer in the provided scenario is in compliance with the
given rule. Consider the counter argument and the improvements
suggested above. Include all considerations that are relevant to
support the desired conclusion while keeping the argument short
and concise.

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→

Argument: [[G:ARG-FOR]]

=====

TEMPLATE 5:

Read the following rule and scenario, and answer the following
questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]
Ambiguous Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is ambiguous and likely to be open to
different interpretations?↪→

A: "[[R:PHRASE]]"
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Argument for compliance: [[R:ARG-FOR]]

Q: Can we improve the ambiguous scenario to take account of the
arguments for and against compliance to make the scenario more
ambiguous about whether the professional is compliant or
non-compliant with the rule? (yes/no). If the answer is yes,
how?

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
A: Yes, [[G:IMPROVE-FOR]]

Consider the ambiguous scenario. Also consider the arguments for and
against compliance, as well as the improvements to the scenario
suggested in the previous question. Restate an improved version
of ambiguous scenario such that deciding between compliance and
non-compliance is more difficult.

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→

Improved Ambiguous Scenario: [[G:SCENARIO]]

=====

TEMPLATE 6:

Read the following rule and scenario, and answer the following
questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]
Ambiguous Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is ambiguous and likely to be open to
different interpretations?↪→

A: "[[R:PHRASE]]"

Q: Why might the professional in the provided scenario be considered
to have violated the rule?↪→

A: [[G:WHY-VIOLATED]]

Q: Why might the professional in the provided scenario be considered
to be following the rule?↪→

A: [[G:WHY-FOLLOWED]]

Consider all the reasons for why the professional may be considered
to be following or having violated the rule. Write an argument
clearly explaining and summarizing why the professional should
be considered as non-compliant with the rule.

↪→
↪→
↪→
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Argument: [[G:ARG-AGAINST]]

Consider all the reasons for why the professional may be considered
to be following or having violated the rule. Write an argument
clearly explaining and summarizing why the professional should
be considered as compliant with the rule.

↪→
↪→
↪→

Counter Argument: [[G:ARG-FOR]]

Q: Can we improve the previous argument to take account of the
counter argument? (yes/no). If the answer is yes, how?↪→

A: Yes, [[G:IMPROVE-AGAINST]]

Consider the previous argument. Restate an improved version of the
previous argument that explains why the professional economic
developer in the provided scenario is non-compliant with the
given rule. Consider the counter argument and the improvements
suggested above. Include all considerations that are relevant to
support the desired conclusion while keeping the argument short
and concise.

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→

Argument: [[G:ARG-AGAINST]]

=====

TEMPLATE 7:

Read the following rule and scenario, and answer the following
questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]
Ambiguous Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is ambiguous and likely to be open to
different interpretations?↪→

A: "[[R:PHRASE]]"

Argument for non-compliance: [[R:ARG-AGAINST]]

Q: What are some good reasons [[G:Q-REASONS-AGAINST]]?
A: [[G:REASONS-AGAINST]]

Q: Why [[G:Q-WHY-AGAINST]]?
A: [[G:WHY-AGAINST]]
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Consider the previous argument. Restate an improved version of the
previous argument that explains why the professional economic
developer in the provided scenario is non-compliant with the
given rule. Consider the counter argument and the improvements
suggested above. Include all considerations that are relevant to
support the desired conclusion while keeping the argument short
and concise.

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→

Argument: [[G:ARG-AGAINST]]

=====

TEMPLATE 8:

Read the following rule and scenario, and answer the following
questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]
Ambiguous Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is ambiguous and likely to be open to
different interpretations?↪→

A: "[[R:PHRASE]]"

Argument for non-compliance: [[R:ARG-AGAINST]]

Q: Can we improve the ambiguous scenario to take account of the
arguments for and against compliance to make the scenario more
ambiguous about whether the professional is compliant or
non-compliant with the rule? (yes/no). If the answer is yes,
how?

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
A: Yes, [[G:IMPROVE-AGAINST]]

Consider the ambiguous scenario. Also consider the arguments for and
against compliance, as well as the improvements to the scenario
suggested in the previous question. Restate an improved version
of ambiguous scenario such that deciding between compliance and
non-compliance is more difficult.

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→

Improved Ambiguous Scenario: [[G:SCENARIO]]

=====
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TEMPLATE 9:

Read the following rule and scenario, and answer the following
questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is ambiguous and likely to be open to
different interpretations?↪→

A: "[[R:PHRASE]]"

Ambiguous Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Consider the ambiguous scenario. Restate a more concise version of
ambiguous scenario while maintaining all the information present
in it.

↪→
↪→

Shortened Ambiguous Scenario: [[G:SCENARIO]]

A.4. Prompt template for simple argument generation

Consider the following rule for a(n) [[R:PROFESSION]]:

[[R:RULE]]

Consider that a(n) [[R:PROFESSION]] had taken the following action:

[[R:SCENARIO]]

Consider the rule and the scenario described above. Write an
argument that the professional is [[R:STANCE]] with the rule:↪→

Argument: [[G:ARGUMENT]]
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A.5. Prompt template for multi-step introspective argument generation

TEMPLATE 1:

Read the following rule and scenario with respect to the given
profession, and answer the following questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]
Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is the source of confusion in this
scenario?↪→

A: "[[G:PHRASE]]"

=====

Read the following rule and scenario with respect to the given
profession, and answer the following questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]
Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is the source of confusion in this
scenario?↪→

A: "[[R:PHRASE]]"

Q: How can this phrase be interpretted in order for the professional
in the scenario above to be considered compliant with the rule?↪→

A: The phrase can be interpreted to mean that [[G:INTR-FOR]]

Q: How can this phrase be interpretted in order for the professional
in the scenario above to be considered non-compliant with the
rule?

↪→
↪→
A: The phrase can be interpreted to mean that [[G:INTR-AGAINST]]

=====

TEMPLATE 3:

Read the following rule and scenario with respect to the given
profession, and answer the following questions:↪→
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Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]
Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is the source of confusion in this
scenario?↪→

A: "[[R:PHRASE]]"

Q: How can this phrase be interpretted in order for the professional
to be considered compliant with the rule?↪→

A: The phrase can be interpreted to mean that [[R:INTR-FOR]]

Q: How can this phrase be interpretted in order for the professional
to be considered non-compliant with the rule?↪→

A: The phrase can be interpreted to mean that [[R:INTR-AGAINST]]

Q: Write an argument explaining why the rule should be interpreted
as being compatible with the professional's actions.↪→

Argument for compliance: [[G:I-ARG-FOR]]

Q: Write an argument explaining why the rule should be interpreted
as being incompatible with the professional's actions.↪→

Argument for non-compliance: [[G:I-ARG-AGAINST]]

=====

TEMPLATE 4:

Read the following rule and scenario with respect to the given
profession, and answer the following questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]
Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is the source of confusion in this
scenario?↪→

A: "[[R:PHRASE]]"

Q: How can this phrase be interpretted in order for the professional
to be considered compliant with the rule?↪→

A: The phrase can be interpreted to mean that [[R:INTR-FOR]]

Q: How can this phrase be interpretted in order for the professional
to be considered non-compliant with the rule?↪→
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A: The phrase can be interpreted to mean that [[R:INTR-AGAINST]]

Q: Write an argument explaining why the rule should be interpreted
as being compatible with the professional's actions.↪→

Argument for compliance: [[R:I-ARG-FOR]]

Q: Write an argument explaining why the rule should be interpreted
as being incompatible with the professional's actions.↪→

Argument for non-compliance: [[R:I-ARG-AGAINST]]

Consider all the reasons for why the professional may be considered
to be following or having violated the rule including the
arguments above. Write an argument clearly explaining and
summarizing why the professional should be considered as
compliant with the rule.

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→

Argument for compliance: [[G:ARG-FOR-1]]

Consider all the reasons for why the professional may be considered
to be following or having violated the rule including the
arguments above. Write a counter argument clearly explaining and
summarizing why the professional should be considered as
non-compliant with the rule.

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→

Counter Argument: [[G:C-ARG-AGAINST]]

Q: Can we improve the previous argument in favor of compliance by
taking into account the counter argument? (yes/no). If the
answer is yes, how?

↪→
↪→
A: Yes, [[G:IMPROVE-FOR]]

Consider the previous argument. Restate an improved version of the
previous argument that explains why the professional in the
provided scenario is compliant with the given rule. Consider the
counter argument and the improvements suggested above. Include
all considerations that are relevant to support the desired
conclusion while keeping the argument short and concise.

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→

Argument for compliance: [[G:ARG-FOR-2]]

=====

TEMPLATE 5:
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Read the following rule and scenario with respect to the given
profession, and answer the following questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]
Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is the source of confusion in this
scenario?↪→

A: "[[R:PHRASE]]"

Q: How can this phrase be interpretted in order for the professional
to be considered compliant with the rule?↪→

A: The phrase can be interpreted to mean that [[R:INTR-FOR]]

Q: How can this phrase be interpretted in order for the professional
to be considered non-compliant with the rule?↪→

A: The phrase can be interpreted to mean that [[R:INTR-AGAINST]]

Q: Write an argument explaining why the rule should be interpreted
as being compatible with the professional's actions.↪→

Argument for compliance: [[R:I-ARG-FOR]]

Q: Write an argument explaining why the rule should be interpreted
as being incompatible with the professional's actions.↪→

Argument for non-compliance: [[R:I-ARG-AGAINST]]

Consider all the reasons for why the professional may be considered
to be following or having violated the rule including the
arguments above. Write an argument clearly explaining and
summarizing why the professional should be considered as
non-compliant with the rule.

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→

Argument for non-compliance: [[G:ARG-AGAINST-1]]

Consider all the reasons for why the professional may be considered
to be following or having violated the rule including the
arguments above. Write a counter argument clearly explaining and
summarizing why the professional should be considered as
compliant with the rule.

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→

Counter Argument: [[G:C-ARG-FOR]]
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Q: Can we improve the previous argument in favor of non-compliance
by taking into account of the counter argument? (yes/no). If the
answer is yes, how?

↪→
↪→
A: Yes, [[G:IMPROVE-AGAINST]]

Consider the previous argument. Restate an improved version of the
previous argument that explains why the professional in the
provided scenario is non-compliant with the given rule. Consider
the counter argument and the improvements suggested above.
Include all considerations that are relevant to support the
desired conclusion while keeping the argument short and concise.

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→

Argument for non-compliance: [[G:ARG-AGAINST-2]]

=====

TEMPLATE 6:

Read the following rule and scenario with respect to the given
profession, and answer the following questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]
Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is the source of confusion in this
scenario?↪→

A: "[[R:PHRASE]]"

Consider the following two possible interpretations of the ambiguous
phrase above:↪→

Intepretation supporting compliance: [[R:I-ARG-FOR]]
Intepretation supporting non-compliance: [[R:I-ARG-AGAINST]]

Also, consider the following two arguments:
Argument for compliance: [[R:ARG-FOR-2]]
Argument for non-compliance: [[R:ARG-AGAINST-2]]

Q: What are some of the positive future consequences that might
entail if the interpretation supporting compliance is accepted?↪→

A: [[G:CONQ-FOR-P]]

Q: What are some of the negative future consequences that might
entail if the interpretation supporting compliance is accepted?↪→

A: [[G:CONQ-FOR-N]]
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Q: What are some of the positive future consequences that might
entail if the interpretation supporting non-compliance is
accepted?

↪→
↪→
A: [[G:CONQ-AGAINST-P]]

Q: What are some of the negative future consequences that might
entail if the interpretation supporting non-compliance is
accepted?

↪→
↪→
A: [[G:CONQ-AGAINST-N]]

=====

TEMPLATE 7:

Read the following rule and scenario with respect to the given
profession, and answer the following questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]
Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is the source of confusion in this
scenario?↪→

A: "[[R:PHRASE]]"

Consider the following two arguments:
Argument for compliance: [[R:ARG-FOR-2]]
Argument for non-compliance: [[R:ARG-AGAINST-2]]

Also, consider the following potential consequences for each
argument:↪→

Positive consequences for accepting compliance: [[R:CONQ-FOR-P]]
Negative consequences for accepting compliance: [[R:CONQ-FOR-N]]
Positive consequences for accepting non-compliance:

[[R:CONQ-AGAINST-P]]↪→
Negative consequences for accepting non-compliance:

[[R:CONQ-AGAINST-N]]↪→
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Consider the previous two arguments and their potential
consequences. Restate an improved version of the argument that
explains why the professional in the provided scenario is
compliant with the given rule. Consider the counter argument and
the improvements suggested above. Include all considerations
that are relevant to support the desired conclusion while
keeping the argument short and concise.

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→

Argument for compliance: [[G:ARG-FOR-3]]

=====

TEMPLATE 8:

Read the following rule and scenario with respect to the given
profession, and answer the following questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]
Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is the source of confusion in this
scenario?↪→

A: "[[R:PHRASE]]"

Argument for compliance: [[R:ARG-FOR-3]]

Consider the argument for compliance. Restate a more concise version
of the argument while maintaining the salient points of the
argument.

↪→
↪→

Shortened Argument: [[G:SHORT-ARG-FOR]]

=====

TEMPLATE 9:

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]
Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is the source of confusion in this
scenario?↪→

A: "[[R:PHRASE]]"
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Consider the following two arguments:
Argument for compliance: [[R:ARG-FOR-3]]
Argument for non-compliance: [[R:ARG-AGAINST-2]]

Also, consider the following potential consequences for each
argument:↪→

Positive consequences for accepting compliance: [[R:CONQ-FOR-P]]
Negative consequences for accepting compliance: [[R:CONQ-FOR-N]]
Positive consequences for accepting non-compliance:

[[R:CONQ-AGAINST-P]]↪→
Negative consequences for accepting non-compliance:

[[R:CONQ-AGAINST-N]]↪→

Consider the previous two arguments and their potential
consequences. Restate an improved version of the argument that
explains why the professional in the provided scenario is
non-compliant with the given rule. Consider the counter argument
and the improvements suggested above. Include all considerations
that are relevant to support the desired conclusion while
keeping the argument short and concise.

↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→
↪→

Argument for non-compliance: [[G:ARG-AGAINST-3]]

=====

TEMPLATE 10:

Read the following rule and scenario with respect to the given
profession, and answer the following questions:↪→

Profession: [[R:PROFESSION]]
Rule: [[R:RULE]]
Scenario: [[R:SCENARIO]]

Q: Which phrase in the rule is the source of confusion in this
scenario?↪→

A: "[[R:PHRASE]]"

Argument for non-compliance: [[R:ARG-AGAINST-3]]

Consider the argument for non-compliance. Restate a more concise
version of the argument while maintaining the salient points of
the argument.

↪→
↪→

Shortened Argument: [[G:SHORT-ARG-AGAINST]]
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A.6. Histograms of all median ratings of all arguments for all LLMs as rated in stage 3

Fig. 14. Histograms of median ratings (part 1).
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Fig. 14. Histograms of median ratings (part 2).
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Fig. 14. Histograms of median ratings (part 3).

A.7. Tukey HSD pairwise comparison of the results in Table 2

See Table 13.

A.8. Tukey HSD pairwise comparison of the results in Table 11 for the unfiltered subset

See Table 14.
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Table 13

Multiple comparison of means – Tukey HSD, FWER = 0.05

group1 group2 meandiff p-adj Lower Upper Reject∗
introspective_davinci2_fs introspective_davinci2_zs −0.3212 0.1312 −0.6857 0.0433 False
introspective_davinci2_fs introspective_davinci3_fs 0.3342 0.0153 0.0368 0.6315 True
introspective_davinci2_fs introspective_davinci3_zs −0.2309 0.5334 −0.5948 0.1330 False
introspective_davinci2_fs simple_curie_fs −0.5188 0.0004 −0.8827 −0.1549 True
introspective_davinci2_fs simple_curie_zs −0.7882 0.0000 −1.1527 −0.4237 True
introspective_davinci2_fs simple_davinci3_fs 0.7600 0.0000 0.3955 1.1245 True
introspective_davinci2_fs simple_davinci3_zs 0.4560 0.0037 0.0921 0.8198 True
introspective_davinci2_zs introspective_davinci3_fs 0.6554 0.0000 0.2909 1.0199 True
introspective_davinci2_zs introspective_davinci3_zs 0.0903 0.9981 −0.3302 0.5108 False
introspective_davinci2_zs simple_curie_fs −0.1976 0.8456 −0.6181 0.2230 False
introspective_davinci2_zs simple_curie_zs −0.4670 0.0177 −0.8881 −0.0459 True
introspective_davinci2_zs simple_davinci3_fs 1.0812 0.0000 0.6602 1.5023 True
introspective_davinci2_zs simple_davinci3_zs 0.7772 0.0000 0.3567 1.1977 True
introspective_davinci3_fs introspective_davinci3_zs −0.5651 0.0001 −0.9290 −0.2012 True
introspective_davinci3_fs simple_curie_fs −0.8530 0.0000 −1.2168 −0.4891 True
introspective_davinci3_fs simple_curie_zs −1.1224 0.0000 −1.4869 −0.7579 True
introspective_davinci3_fs simple_davinci3_fs 0.4258 0.0096 0.0613 0.7903 True
introspective_davinci3_fs simple_davinci3_zs 0.1218 0.9722 −0.2421 0.4857 False
introspective_davinci3_zs simple_curie_fs −0.2879 0.4285 −0.7079 0.1321 False
introspective_davinci3_zs simple_curie_zs −0.5573 0.0015 −0.9778 −0.1368 True
introspective_davinci3_zs simple_davinci3_fs 0.9909 0.0000 0.5704 1.4114 True
introspective_davinci3_zs simple_davinci3_zs 0.6869 0.0000 0.2669 1.1069 True
simple_curie_fs simple_curie_zs −0.2694 0.5205 −0.6900 0.1511 False
simple_curie_fs simple_davinci3_fs 1.2788 0.0000 0.8583 1.6993 True
simple_curie_fs simple_davinci3_zs 0.9747 0.0000 0.5548 1.3947 True
simple_curie_zs simple_davinci3_fs 1.5482 0.0000 1.1272 1.9693 True
simple_curie_zs simple_davinci3_zs 1.2442 0.0000 0.8237 1.6647 True
simple_davinci3_fs simple_davinci3_zs −0.3040 0.3559 −0.7246 0.1165 False
∗ reject = True implies that the specified mean difference is statistically significant.

Table 14

Multiple comparison of means – Tukey HSD, FWER = 0.05

group1 group2 meandiff p-adj Lower Upper Reject
introspective_gpt4_fs introspective_gpt4_zs −0.1050 0.9087 −0.5095 0.2995 False
introspective_gpt4_fs simple_gpt4_fs 0.3250 0.1641 −0.0795 0.7295 False
introspective_gpt4_fs simple_gpt4_zs 0.4450 0.0245 0.0405 0.8495 True
introspective_gpt4_zs simple_gpt4_fs 0.4300 0.0837 −0.0371 0.8971 False
introspective_gpt4_zs simple_gpt4_zs 0.5500 0.0135 0.0829 1.0171 True
simple_gpt4_fs simple_gpt4_zs 0.1200 0.9112 −0.3471 0.5871 False
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